Evolution of Mhc class II polymorphism: the rise and fall of class II gene function in primates.
The substitution rate at the codons implicated at ARS of Mhc class II genes has previously been shown to be heavily biased towards nonsynonymous substitutions, indicative of positive selection for polymorphism. Based on our analysis of the number of synonymous changes at codons outside putative ARS in primates, the average age of the polymorphism at class II loci was found to increase in the following order: DPB1, DRB3, DRB5, DRB1, DRB4, DQB1, DQA1. For DRB loci, nonsynonymous changes were found to exceed synonymous changes at HLA-DRB1, DRB3 and DRB5, while no evidence of deviations from equal rates of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions were found for DRB6. The pattern of substitutions at the DRB loci of most Catarrhini species indicates constant positive selection at ARS codons over the evolutionary period examined. An exception to the relatively stable selection pattern between species exhibited by most loci is the appearance of polymorphism under positive selection at DRB4 only in the regular chimpanzee. The ds/dn ratios for DQA1 and DQB1 alleles are lower than for the most polymorphic DRB genes. Since the dn/ds ratio of ARS codons may be positively correlated to the ds for non-ARS codons, at least for DQB1, caution must be exercised in interpreting the low ratio for the DQ genes as an indication of weaker selection. The DQA1 allelic lineages show different dn/ds ratios, consistent with the hypothesis that the lineages are constrained from evolving in relation to the diversity of the interacting DQB1 alleles. In contrast to all other class II loci, DPB1 appears to have been subjected to strong positive selection only in the human lineage, and may represent the most conspicuous example of an Mhc locus acquiring an altered function in antigen presentation.